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Abstract: Web-based communication and collaboration is a significant trend in modern
enterprises. However, communication as well as collaboration still makes use of various
platforms like email, instant-messaging, or wikis. Google introduced Google Wave to
solve the disadvantages in usage caused by the combination of multiple technologies.
The contribution of this paper is an analysis comparing Wave to other kinds of commu-
nication and collaboration with regard to its application as an enterprise 2.0 tool. Based
on this, an integration prototype is implemented, which reveals the essential effort of
interconnecting Google Wave to an Enterprise Content Management System.

1 Introduction

Email was invented more than 40 years ago, but is still the most frequently used technology
for communication using the internet [BZL04] . In the meanwhile, the way people com-
municate has evolved and team collaboration became of central importance. As a result,
around 26% of knowledge workers feel that email is overused in their organization and
15% actually feel that it diminishes their productivity [Dav05].

At the Google I/O1 in May 2009, Google first announced its new communication and
collaboration tool called Wave. It aims to provide features of established communication
technologies like email and instant messaging in combination with features of Web 2.0
technologies like wikis, blogs and fotosharing in a single tool. It was opened as a developer
preview to around 6,000 people in July 2009 and released on September 30th to around
100,000 users via invitations. At the time of writing this paper, Google Wave is still a
non-public beta version.

The goal of this paper is to provide a detailed comprehension of the concepts and possibili-
ties based on a very early version of Google Wave regarding the application in an enterprise
context.

It is structured as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of features as well as the
architecture of Google Wave and compares it to established communication technologies. In
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Section 3, Google Wave is then examined regarding common enterprise 2.0 functionalities
and, in Section 4, regarding the feasibility of integration in a web-based collaboration
platform. The paper concludes with a summary and future research proposals.

2 Google Wave

In this Chapter, Google Waves architecture and features are presented to give a basic under-
standing of the technology. Many features make Wave differ from common communication
technologies. Google itself describes Wave by the following three statements. Thus, a Wave
is . . .

. . . equal parts conversation and document. “People can communicate and work together
with richly formatted text, photos, videos, maps, and more.” [Goo09a] Therefore,
Waves are not just messages like emails are, but objects embedding documents,
extensions as well as communication. Consequently, Waves can be messages or
documents or any kind of combinations.

. . . shared. “Any participant can reply anywhere in the message, edit the content and add
participants at any point in the process. Then playback lets anyone rewind the Wave
to see who said what and when.” [Goo09a]

Replies to a Wave can be placed below a recent message, like in emails, but in case of
responding to a specific part of the message, also inside the recent message without
citing this particular part. Therefore, replies stay in context. Furthermore, people
can be added to an existing Wave. These people need to be informed about what has
happened so far in this particular Wave. Therefore, the playback feature provides
functionality participants can use to watch recent changes being made step by step.
As more people participate in a Wave, it might become necessary to have a private
discussion with a specific participant. This is possible using private messages, which
are only shown to the sender and selected recipients. The advantage is that this
discussion remains in the flow of the Wave.

These scenarios demonstrate features used inside the Wave Frontend, but there are
opportunities given by the Wave Embed API to share a Wave in any HTMLHypertext
Markup Language-environment. This and other APIs2 will be discussed later in this
paper.

. . . live. “With live transmission as you type, participants on a Wave can have faster conver-
sations, see edits and interact with extensions in real-time.” [Goo09a]

That means, if two people participating in the same Wave are online at the same time,
one can see the other ones typing transmitted character by character. Equally when
someone is editing the content, his name appears where he is typing, to point out
where changes are being made. In future releases, the user will be able to switch this
feature off, for example when writing sensitive content.

2Application program interface



Additionally, Google Wave provides features that do not fit into this characterization. These
are listed in some blogposts, like for example [Sie09] by Siegler.

In contrast to Gmail or other Google applications, Wave is going to be open sourced. In
combination with its APIs, this should lead to an active developer community enhancing
Google Wave. For development, a good understanding of the architecture of Google Waves
ecosystem, as well as its components’ internal structure is essential. Both are presented in
the following sections.

2.1 The Architecture of Google Wave Providers

In this section a coarse insight into the architecture of Wave will be given to convey the
essential appreciation for subsequent content.

Comparable to email-providers, which are hosting the email-service, a Wave Provider is
someone hosting a Wave Server. By using the Wave Federation Protocol, this Wave Server
can interact with multiple Wave Servers, even hosted by other Wave Providers.

Figure 1: Wave Federation Architecture [Goo09d]

Therefore, a Wave Provider is organized in three layers as shown in Figure 1. The commu-
nication with other Wave Servers takes place in the Protocol Layer. This layer contains the
Federation Gateway as well as the Federation Proxy, which are components of the underly-
ing network protocol, called the Wave Federation Protocol. It realizes the sharing of Waves
between multiple Wave Providers. The Federation Gateway pushes changes to associated
Wave Providers whereas the Federation Proxy receives this information [Goo09d].

The Waves themselves are stored in the Platform Layer which is realized by the Wave
Server as well as the Wave Store. Those form the basis for the Product Layer and offer a
set of APIs for developers [Fer09]. These three APIs address different concerns:

1. The “Wave Embed API” enables placing Waves in HTML pages outside the Wave-
Client.



2. The “Robot API” enables the implementation of extensions as robots.

3. The “Gadget API” enables the implementation of extensions as gadgets.

The Product Layer, which is represented by the Wave Frontend, is the client application
layer providing interfaces for end users to access the Wave. The currently offered interface
is a fully web-based HTML5 solution written in GWT3 [Fer09, Goo09b].

In this paper, the platform layer is focused.

2.2 Data Model of a Wave

The platform layer especially stores Waves and makes them accessible to client products or
API methods. A Wave “object” therefore consists of several entities, which are described in
the following.

Participant Wavelet

Wave

Blip

Document

Human 

Participant
Robot Gadget

1..*

1..*

1

* *

*

Figure 2: Entities of a Wave

Figure 2 shows the essential entities of a Wave. This structure is derived from the API
released on 09/16/2009, since Google has not published a comparable Figure yet and the
textual description on [Goo09b] is not exactly mapping its API.

The data model is starting with the entity Wave. A Wave serves as a container for one
or more Wavelets, as well as the state of the Wave and historical information [Goo09b].
Wavelets are threaded conversations that manage participants and serve as containers for
the content. The participants can be humans or robots, which are automated participants.
The content of a Wavelet consists of one or more Blips, which also can form a hierarchical
structure. This content-structure is initiated by a so called Root-Blip, which at least has a
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document, but can have following blips. A Blip therefore, is the basic unit in a conversation,
while the contained Document is the message itself – for example a written text.

Google Wave offers two kinds of extensions. On the one hand Robots, which are automated
participants of a Wave, that are able to read, edit, add and delete Blips, as well as manage
participants and access third-party web-based services like humans are able to. And on
the other hand Gadgets, which are small applications that can be added to a blip. The
particular application instance of a gadget, for example a map or a poll, “lives” in the wave,
whereby all participants use the very same instance.

Extensions play an important role in integrating Waves into third-party applications or vice
versa. The use of robots in automated interactions with the content of a Wave is addressed
in Section 4 of this paper.

2.3 Google Wave in Comparison to Common Technologies

In the following, common communication technologies and Google Wave are classified
by synchronicity as well as directness in communication. Both are typical criteria used to
consider usage scenarios for collaborative work using the internet [Dix97, Gj03].

Media synchronicity is named by Dennis et al. as “a communication [. . . ] that encour-
ages individuals to work together on the same activity, with the same information, at the
same time” [DVS+98]. A face-to-face meeting or technologies like telephone and video-
conferences have a high degree of synchronicity. Those are categorized as synchronous,
while emails, faxes and voice-/video-mails, which have a low degree of synchronicity,
are classified as asynchronous [CG04]. Equally, blogs, wikis and microblogs are typical
asynchronous media.

Further, communication technologies can be classified with repect to their directness.
A direct communication implies that messages are addressing a named set of receivers,
while an indirect communication releases information to the public. Emails, faxes, instant
messaging, telephone and video/voice-mail are typical direct communication technologies,
whereas wikis, blogs, radio or television are typically indirect.

Common communication technologies can easily be classified regarding both criteria.
Google Wave however cannot be classified clearly. This is because Wave acts in many
different ways depending on the situation of use. In the situation two participants are online
at the same time, Wave transmits written text character by character in nearly real-time,
making Wave synchronous in this moment. On the other hand, when a receiver is offline,
the sent message will be received asynchronously and as a whole when the participant
comes online. Similarly, Wave acts directly in case participants are invited to the particular
Wave. By making a Wave public, an indirect communication takes place.

While most communication technologies match one single classification in synchronicity
and directness, Google Wave can match each of them and even switch during the lifetime
of a particular Wave. Therefore it is a very flexible medium.



3 Wave in Enterprise 2.0

In the last years so-called Web 2.0 technologies emerged, which fosters team collaboration
and knowledge exchange. The term Web 2.0 is still not clearly defined. In general, it relates
to changes in technology as well as user behavior [CH07], that leads to interactive service-
mashing applications focussing on user generated content, to encourage users’ participation.
The utilization of such tools within enterprises is called enterprise 2.0 [BMN08].

The goal of this Section is to assess Google Wave in comparison to common enterprise 2.0
tools, regarding usability in the context of enterprise 2.0. Therefore, common features of
enterprise 2.0 technologies are identified and Wave as well as email, instant messaging,
wikis and blogs are examined regarding these features.

3.1 Common features of Enterprise 2.0 Tools

McAfee has defined six common features of enterprise 2.0 technologies, which form the
technology paradigm, comparable to what windows, icons, menus and pointers mean for
WIMP user Interfaces [McA06]. These features called “SLATES” are presented in the
following.

Search “For any information platform to be valuable, its users must be able to find what
they are looking for.” This can be enabled by page layouts and navigation aids, but
fulltext searches are in favor [McA06].

In addition, McAfee names studies revealing that less than half of the professional
staff reports that it is easy to find what they are looking for on their intranet, while
internet searchers report successful search experiences in 87%.

Links In the internet the content is developed by many people, who use links to refer to
appropriate content. This means that Enterprise 2.0 technologies have to offer their
content in a linkable manner.

Authoring In the past years, blogs and wikis have shown that many people desire to author.
Offering tools that affect people to do so, shifts a static intranet to a dynamic and
interlinked work of many, which is constantly updated and leads to high-quality
content [McA06].

Tags Tags are a way to categorize content by the users of the intranet. These simple,
one-word descriptions emerge over time and lead to a categorization that does not
necessarily correspond to an up-front categorization scheme created by the author,
but a categorization that reflects the information structure and relationships the users
actually use.

Extensions mean the ability of a system to recommend other appropriate informations,
which are convenient or extending the currently visible content [BM07].



Signals In collaborative work new shared information can be created high frequently. An
important notion is to support the users’ awareness of activities by broadcasting
notifications [TK94].

These common features form a good frame to compare various technologies. Most former
researches, like [BMN08], focus the examination of whole enterprise 2.0 platforms, which
are a combination of various tools. It seems that there is no recent work examining
communication and collaboration instruments, like wikis or blogs, solely. Because of
that some web-based communication and collaboration tools as well as Google Wave are
considered and compared in the next section.

3.2 Fulfillment of the Requirements by the Media

We considered web-based communication and collaboration tools regarding SLATES. A
summary of the results is shown in Table 1 and discussed in the following.

E-Mail IM Blog Wiki Wave

Search for own obj. Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Search for others’ obj. No No Yes Yes (Yes)

Links to http Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Links from http No No Yes Yes Yes

Authoring doi doi doi doi doi

Tags No No Yes Yes Yes

Extensions No No doi doi doi

Signals Yes Yes doi doi Yes

Caption: doi = depends on implementation

Table 1: Results of consideration regarding SLATES

To achieve a finer consideration, we divide search into two different functionalities: At
first the ability to search for a users’ own objects that at least all current implementations
provide – including Google Wave. And secondly the ability to search for other users’
objects, that means the ability to search for emails, instant messages or Waves of colleagues,
which is apparently not possible in direct media without being participant of the particular
conversation. In contrast, however, such a search is possible in indirect media like wikis
or blogs, where the content is usually public. This is how Wave acts in the case a Wave is
made public.

Likewise we divide the feature links into the following types: At first the ability to link
third party media in a Wave using an http-hyperlink, which is possible in every current
technology. And secondly the ability to link a Wave in third party media, like linking a
Wave in a blog or website using a clickable hyperlink. This is typically possible in indirect
media like blogs or wikis, but not in direct communications where the content is typically
not public. Equally to blogs or wikis, Waves can be linked using http-hyperlinks which



lead to the Wave-Client. A user can access this linked Wave in the case the user has a
valid Wave-Account. If the Wave is not made public, the user has to be participant of the
particular Wave to view the content.

Like McAfee [McA06] mentioned by naming authoring in the SLATES, enterprise 2.0
media have to enable and aid employees to author. But this is mainly dependent on effective
easy to use frontends of the tools and less on the underlying technology.

Furthermore, tags are a popular way to organize content in modern indirect collaboration
technologies. Most implementations of wikis or blogs offer this functionality to the public
and so does Wave. Since some client-implementations of direct media allow users to tag
conversations, these tags live only in the client application and are not shared with other
participants.

McAfee also mentions extensions, which are a feature only found in very few blog or wiki
implementations. There is no example in email or instant messaging and likewise it is not in
Wave. But even if Wave does not have this feature yet, it is not excluded that an extension
suggesting public Waves will be implemented in the near future.

At last, signals are well known in direct media like email and instant messaging, where
new messages show up in the users inbox. Indirect media, however, do usually not have
comparable inboxes, but this depends on the particular implementation. In Google Wave
public instances are placed in the inbox of the Wave-Client equally to private Waves and
can therefore signalize activities to the user.

The summarization of these facts in Table 1 shows that legacy technologies provide less
of these features than novel ones do. This goes along with [Eva93], who mentiones in the
example of email, that despite its flexibility it is not appropriate for all necessary types of
communication.

For collaborative work, employees can choose from numerous information and knowledge
management as well as communication tools [SLP09]. Some of these might fit better for a
specific task than others, which in turn may be the choice for other tasks. Therefore, users
or companies should develop convenient strategies for context-aware media usage [RF09].

Nevertheless, email is the major communication media in enterprises [BM07]. But from
the point of view of a modern web-based enterprise 2.0 it lacks many features that appeared
a long time after email was invented, while novel media seem to fulfill those common
features.

In addition, users will substantially benefit from integrated collaboration platforms, which
combine needed tools in an intuitive environment [Fox05]. Google Wave is a technology
which could replace existing tools or add additional functionalities to an enterprise collab-
oration platform, which is the reason for a deeper look at its integration feasibility in the
following Section.



4 Integration of Wave into a Web-Based Collaboration Platform

The preceding section shows that Wave has strength that address enterprise 2.0 concerns. In
this section basic integration requirements are investigated and an integration prototype of
Google Wave into a web-based collaboration platform is developed to get a realistic insight
into the integration prospects of Google Wave.

4.1 Requirements for Integration

Due to the flexibility of Google Wave (shown in Section 2) it can be used in various ways
and therefore, a large multiplicity of integration variants is conceivable. Some use cases of
Wave, which can be reasonable causes for an integration, are pointed out in [Goo09a].

Furthermore, Adrian Mihai demonstrates that there is a connection between collaboration
and communication [Mih09]. Equally, Lars Rasmussen mentioned at the Google I/O in
2009 that information is as well in documents as in communication [Goo09a]. In traditional
communication tools, we often use this communication-part separated from documents,
which are attached or linked to the communication. In Google Wave these borders are
blurred and allow collaborative commenting and editing directly in the document – means
that the communication takes place directly inside the document, and therefore keeps
in context. Consequently, it can be interesting to share recorded communications as
knowledge with the goal of avoiding situations in which employees struggle with problems
other employees know the solution for [SLP09].

Because of numerous variants of integration szenarios, Wave has to provide API function-
alities that are flexible enough to fulfill szenario-specific requirements. To give a general
insight, no specific scenario will be discussed in the following, but the basis of embedding
Wave in a web-based collaboration platform.

In this case a user should get the complete control over Waves right in the integrating
platform, which therefore can be used as the single point of access for users in the enterprise.
In this circumstance, Wave works like a background service which is incorporated into the
collaboration platform that provides the frontend.

Users should be able to view a list of Waves, edit and show them, as well as create new
Waves from scratch without the need of using the Wave-Client. Therefore, these functions
should be accessible right in the integrating platform, without the need to login to Wave
concurrently. In addition, it is typically intended to link other content in a Wave or vice
versa link a Wave in other content, to mesh information and search it using the built-in
search provided by the integrating platform. For a seamless integration this search must be
extended so that Waves will be searched and retrieved like any other content.

To realize such an integration, both the integrating platform as well as the integrated
technology, should provide appropriate functionalities.



4.2 Wave and its API evolve

At the time of this paper, Google Wave is still an early non-public preview with an incom-
plete API. Because of that, some of the abovemetioned functions are missing. For instance,
there is no kind of “single-sign-on”, which results that a user has to login concurrently into
the integrating platform as well as in the Wave-Client. Equally, there is no possibility to
constrain a user and his rights on a Wave, whereby all participant have the same authority.

Moreover, functionalities like creating, searching and accessing a Wave are incomplete in
the current version of its API. This API consists of three parts: The Embed API, which
makes it possible to embed Waves in HTML and therefore to display them in any web-
based environment outside of the Wave-Client. The Robot API which makes it possible
to implement extensions which can be added to a wave. And finally, the Gadget API, that
enables the implementation of mini application, which can be embedded in Waves.

The Embed API is currently a simple JavaScript embedding the Wave in HTML and
the Robot API is fully reactive, because robots are event listening extensions [Goo09c].
Therefore, the abovementioned integration functionalities can currently not be implemented
by simply calling corresponding API functions actively out of the integrating platform. In
the following, a found solution is presented.

4.3 The implemented Prototype

In this prototype we developed a robot to propagate necessary information to a web-
based collaboration system called Tricia. Tricia is an open source web collaboration and
knowledge management software developed by the InfoAsset AG4. This powerful platform
provides integrated services [AG09] like Wiki collaboration, personal & team blogging, file
& directory sharing as well as content publishing & site navigation.

Tricia has an exposed architecture which consists of the core, called “toro” and several
plugins like “wiki” or “blog”. In addition, this open architecture makes it easy to develop
own plugins to extend the functionality of the platform. Especially the latter makes Tricia a
good choice for this research.

For this prototype, we extended Tricia with a plugin we simply called “Wave”. This plugin
consists of several http-handlers which realize specific functionalities, like

• list all registered Waves (listHandler)

• display a Wave embedded in the Tricia user interface (defaultHandler)

• delete a Wave (deleteHandler)

These handlers can be called by users via buttons in the Tricia user interface.

4http://www.infoasset.de/



Because Waves’ Embed API is a simple JavaScript, which does not offer callable methods
to interact with a Wave, implementing a robot is currently the only way to access and
manipulate Waves from outside. Until now, robots are exclusively reactive, what implies
that manual interaction is indispensable to initiate a robot.

We implemented the following handlers, which can be called via http-requests and therefore
used by Wave-Extensions to communicate with Tricia.

• register a Wave in Tricia (createHandler)

• synchronize Wave and Tricia (updateHandler)

Figure 3 shows the robot and http-handler we implemented to realize the integration.

Figure 3: Schematic Realization of the Integration

Our first activity is the creation of a Wave from scratch and therefore the first connection
between Tricia and Wave. Because of the passive character of robots, the following steps
must be performed manually by the user.

1. Open the Wave-Client

2. Create a new Wave (and insert initial content)

3. Add the robot which connects this Wave with the integrating platform

After the completion of these steps, which inevitably have to be done manually, the robot
can perform necessary communication with the integrating platform to connect to the Wave.
This is possible now, because adding the robot to a Wave is the first event the robot can
catch and subsequently perform further actions.



In this prototype the robot calls the Tricia createHandler to register a Wave in Tricia. This
handler at first checks the privileges of the user who added the robot and then submits
information like the waveID, time and date of creation, creator and the content. This is
necessary because these information cannot be queried later. After this step the Wave is
registered in Tricia and can be listed and displayed embedded in the Tricia user interface,
assuming the user is logged into his Google Wave account.

Beside this initial connection, updating the metadata on changes in the Wave is an essential
activity. To maintain information like the date of the last change and the content, which
are stored in Tricia, the robot has to transmit the data when a change happens in the Wave.
Therefore, an updateHandler has been implemented, which gets called by the robot to
update the associated metadata in Tricia. Like mentioned before, even the content has to
be transmitted and stored as metadata, because this is currently the only way to enable the
Tricia-Search to find Waves matching a specific searchterm.

Next to registering and updating Waves in Tricia, the unregistration of a Wave is a necessary
activity and realized by a deleteHandler in Tricia. After an authorized user clicks the
delete-button, displayed in the Tricia user interface, the deleteHandler gets called. The
challenge in this case is, that the robot is still a participant of the Wave after the deletion
in Tricia and still sends updates when the content of the Wave changes. Since there is
currently no way to actively remove the robots’ participation, we decided to wait for the
next occurring event which triggers Tricias’ updateHandler and let the updateHandler return
a “DENIED” message. The robot then will stop to send updates. After this, the Wave is
unregistered in Tricia and the robot will no longer send updates.

But the robot is still a participant of the Wave. A future solution will be to enable the
robot to remove himself on a received “DENIED” message, but currently the API method
removeParticipant() has no effect. Therefore, the robot politely asks other participants of
the Wave: “I can’t leave self-contained. Can someone please remove me?”

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Common technologies can be clearly classified regarding synchronicity as well as directness.
In contrast, Google Wave provides direct as well as indirect communication which also can
be synchronous as well as asynchronous. Therefore, Wave is highly flexible, what is the
basis to conceal multiple communication and collaboration needs with a single medium.

Furthermore, current direct communication technologies have weaknesses regarding com-
mon features in the enterprise 2.0 context, whereas current indirect tools, like wikis or
blogs, better provide these features. This indicates that Google Wave has the potential to
replace well established media, like email or instant messaging, which have been invented
a long time before Web 2.0 arise.

McAfee mentioned in [McA06] that merging multiple systems in one platform, like for
example the use of one huge wiki instead of many specialized and unconnected ones,
has beneficial impacts on collaboration. Nevertheless, people choose specific ways of
communication with respect to the relative purpose [SLP09]. Google Wave will blend these



purposes of communication, if it is going to be used as a single channel for web-based
communication and collaboration. Equally, merging communication channels leads to
a large amount of data in a single tool and Wave has to provide features to access and
organize this informaton in an extremely effective fashion. Therefore, usability might be
the key factor of Waves success or failure. Future research should examine on the one hand,
if users are going to adopt Google Wave this way after its public release and on the other
hand, how it can fulfill related requirements.

We examined the feasibility of integrating Google Wave in web-based collaboration plat-
forms based on the current version of Google Wave, which is the developer preview. We
noticed that Wave still has lots of weaknesses in its API functionalities. But due to its
possibility to extend Waves functionalities via robots, we were able to realize a showcase,
as presented in Section 4. This is an indication of Waves flexibility in development.

Currently, development for Google Wave is inconvenient since there is no possibility to
debug applications or even test-run them on a local machine. But the development and
the APIs are getting more and more improved. For example, the Robot API got extended
with the Active Robot API, which allows robots to act not only passively, but also actively
without the need for triggering events [Cod10].

In the current version, a satisfying integration is not possible, but if Google as well as the
open source community will address functions regarding users’ permissions and access to
Wave and its search from outside Wave Providers and robots, Google Wave could become a
serious alternative to email and instant messaging.
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